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DETECTION OF THE HEAVY HIGGS

Howard A. Gordon
Physics Department
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, New York 11973

ABSTRACT

The prospects for detecting heavy Higgs are discussed. In par-
ticular a general procedure is developed which includes studying
first the characteristics of producing the signal, estimating the
most important background, simulating both types of events via Monte
Carlo techniques in an appropriate detector and concluding with the
prospects for detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

To complete the standard model it is critical to find the origin
of mass — either the standard Higgs (ij or alternatives such as
supersynxnetry (SUSY) [Z) or technicolor [3J . Here we consider the
prospects for detecting these particles in hadronic interactions.
The process used for this assessment starts with the calculation of
the relevant cross sections. Next the most important backgrounds
are identified and their cross sections are evaluated. Then an event
generator such as ISAJET [4] is used to simulate the appearance of
both the signal and background in the required detector. Only then
can the energy and luminosity necessary for detection be determined.

The determination of the Higgs mass will probably be found
experimentally since there is no precise prediction. The mass scale
considered here is mjj° > 100 GeV. The case of very light Higgs nrgo
< nig*, is discussed by S. Smith [5J. If ing* $. 40 GeV, the Higgs will
likely be discovered in e+e~ machines either in toponium or Z° decays
(6). In fact LEP-II would be able to produce it directly e+e~ •*• Z°
+ H° if the mass were $ 60 GeV.

Many reviews of this subject are in the literature since it
first captured experimentalists1 excitement in the Division of
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Particle Physics 1982 Meeting in Snowmass (?). The most extensive .
has recently appeared by Eichten, Hinchcliffe, Lane and Quigg (EHLK)
(8j. Since EHLK appeared during the preparation of these lectures,
we were compelled to quote uany results and figures from this
detailed work since it contains the current state of the art. Ws
refer the interested reader directly to EHLK for a more complete dis-
cussion from a theoretical viewpoint while here we will give an
experimentalist's viewpoint.

II. CROSS SECTIONS FOR HIGGS PRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The two major diagrams contributing to heavy Biggs production
are shown in Fig. 1. Fig. la was first calculated by Georgi,
Glashow, Hachacek and Nanopoulos [9J:

5xlO

|l|2 depends on the mass and number of heavy quarks. |l|^ approaches
1 as m grows and if there are more generations of heavy quarks. Fg
represents the gluon structure function. The cross sections are
displayed as a function of mass of H° and center of mass energy (/s)
ia Fig. 2 {for int » 30 GeV) and Fig. 3 (for mt • 70 GeV). Ve can see
that pp and pp cross sections are identical since this process is
due to gluon fusion. For mg° * 500 GeV the cross section at the pre-
ferred Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) /s - 40 TeV is 5 x 10~37

cm2 {4 x 10-36 c m2) for m,. . 3 0 GeV (70 GeV).

Fig. lb gives the other major diagram for heavy HIggs production
arising from virtual vector boson (W~ or Z°) fusion. This process
was pointed out by Cahn and Dawson [lOJ and leads to the cross sec-
tions shown in Fig. 4. At Bgo • 500 GeV and /s • 40 Te¥ the cross
section can be read to be again 5 x 10~'° crn̂  — comparable to the
gluon fusion for a heavy top quark mass and gaining in importance
with increasing mjj°.

In high energy collisions it vas noticed that particle produc-
tion exhibits a plateau if plotted versus a quantity called rapidity
(y) which is the same in all Lorentz frames with the addition of a
constant. Specifically

where E is the energy of the individual particle and Pj| is the compo-
nent of the momentum of the particle parallel to the beams'
directions. In a colliding beam machine where the laboratory rest
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(a}

p Cor p)

(b)

Fig. 1. Chief methods for producing H° in hadron collisions:
a) gluon-gluon fusion b) vector boson fusion.
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Fig. 2. Production cross section for ppCpp) "*" H° + Z vs. mass of H°
via gluon-gluon fusion assuming mass of top quark M 30 GeV
vs. /s£ lower slashed line /s * 2 XeV, next dot-dashad_
line /s • 10 TeV, dotted line /s - 20 TeV, solid line /s *
^ TeVj^ higher dashed line /s « 70 TeV, higher dot-dashed
line /s • 100 TeV. From E. Eichten, I. Hinchcliffe,
K. Lane and C. Quiggj Ref. 8.
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Fig. 3. Production cross section for ppCpp) •*" H° + X vs. mass of H*
via gluon-gluon fusion assuming mass of top quark *
70 GeV (see Fig. 2 for Legend) (&).
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o.e 1.4 l.B

Mass (TeV/c*)

Fig. 4. Production cross section for pp -*• E° + X vs. mass of H° via
intermediate vector boson
legend) (8,io).

or Z°) fusion (see Fig. 2 for

frame is essentially the center of mass frame the rapidity can be
tabulated using the pseudo-rapidity, TJ»

7 S T) - -Hn tan e/2
7
0
1
2
3
4

e
9S°
40°
15°
5.7°
2.1°

Fig. 5 shows that the cross section for Higgs production peaks at y
• 0 and extends for a plateau roughly of ±2 units of rapidity. This
is the first implication for the detector. In order to catch the
decay products of the Higgs the detector should extend beyond this
plateau — perhaps ±4 units of y will be sufficient.
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Fig. 5. Production cross section for pp •*• HD + X vs. rapidity at
/s • 40 TeV {&). Lower dashed line for ajjo » 900 GeV;
solid for 700 GeV, dotted, 500 GeV; dot-dashed, 300 GeV and
dashed, 100 GeV.

We comment on the issue called energy versus luminosity (L)
which arose at the 1982 CPF Snowmasa Summer Study. The question is
can a ti&chine of lower energy but higher luminosity compete with a
higher energy machine. This could happen for example if a pp machine
with two magnetic rings is compared with a pp machine which since it
only requires one ring could be built at a higher energy at the same
cost (probably not a factor of 2 higher energy for the same cost
though). For a definite comparison consider the production of a 400
GeV Higgs as given in Fig. 2. A year has tf x 10' sec, so the rule of
thumb is that an experiment can expect at most 10' sec/year. Assume
the L • 10^3 cnT^sec""! for pp and L * 1 0 ^ cm~^sec~^ for pp.

/s(TeV)
2
10
20
40
70
100

(cm)
5x10^°

AxlO"37f6

3xlO"35

6xl0"36

events ppih
4xlO3

1.4x10*
3xlO4

6x10*

# events (pp)
(0.005 in TeV-I)

AxlO2

1.4x103
3xlO3

6xlO3

We conclude that for this process luminosity is quite important.
A factor of 10 increase in L is worth a factor of 2-3 in energy.
Also here we-have not yet considered the detection efficiency
or backgrounds. We will see that as many events as possible
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wil l be required for detecting the Higgs so that at any energy L wil l
be very important.

The next important consideration i s the width of the Higgs.
This was calculated by Rizzo ( l l ) :

a - ^ +i2

Therefore .
W W~)

This i s quite different from the normal production of W's and 2°
pairs vhich would predict a,ratio of ^7. We note that the width be
comes a detriment to observing the Higgs for S>JJ > 500 GeV. The
width is shown as a function of mass in Fig. 6.

Since the dominant decay modes involve W's and Z'a we must con-
sider how these vector bosons decay:

u % H £ t «+ U* T+

d s b Ve Vu VT

15%
each 82

_o ^ u d s c b t e+ u* z + ^e ^ i vT
u d s c b t e" VI" z~ v e Vp V

74Z • each 3Z

The c leanest case i s when H° -* ZZ and both Z's decay
l e p t o n i c a l l y :

H° -*- 2° Z°
I I

e + e - e + e"
+ +
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Fig. 6. Width of H° vs. mass of H" for various decay modes [8j.

,2 _ 1 _ , (1)I - ( 0 .19 - 0 .31) • (2 x O_.O3)
TOT ^\ "

ITS':

Obviously this mode requires the largest integrated luminosity.
The next mode is when only one Z decays leptonically:

H ° * Z°

e+e-
• + « • -y+p~ jets
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£ (0.19 - 0.31) • (2 x 0.03) • (0,74) >/• (2)
TOT

3f • 1/60 .

'ihis mode has background from the Z°Z° production via the trilinear
coupling as well as the QCD procesi Z° + jet.

The next mode involves W pairs where one decays hadronically:

«•* f f _
e*V jets

r — » 0.6 • 2 • (2 • 0.08) • 0.75
'TOT

* 1/7 . (33

This mode may be promising because of the large relative rate. How-
ever the detector must measure all the missing transverse energy in
toe evert in order tc constrain the transverse 'Components of the miss-
ing neutrino. Then the W mass constrains the longitudinal component
of the V and the W pair mass may be calculated.

The final mods to consider is when both W's decay leptonically:

H8 + W* W~

I 1

£ - 0.6 • (2 • 0.08)2 (4)
TOT

4p 1/65.
4

Since 2 neutrinos are missing it would be impossible to recon-
struct "the V pair mass to search for the Higgs peak — so we dismiss
this mode.

III. BACKGROUNDS

The first background to the expected peak at the unknown Higgs
mass is the production due to the non-Abelian trilinear coupling of
the gauge bosons. Fig. 7 shows the cross section versus the W pair
mass. A fact of little importance is that the cross section for this
process is actually slightly higher for pp beams so that the Higgs
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Fig. 7. Production cross section for pp •* W+W~ * X vs. mass of W+W~
(see Fig. 2 for Legend) (8j.

signal to background could be slightly worse in pp compared to pp
collisions. A similar background would arise from Z°Z° productions.

Actually a more serious problem arises from the QCD production
of W* + jet where the jet is at high transverse momentum (P^). The
ratio of this to W pair production is displayed in Fig. 8. In decay
mode (3) above the W •*• jets must be distinguished from the plain
jets. We will return to this after a brief discussion of detectors.

IV. DETECTORS

From the discussion of the signatures and backgrounds we con-
clude the detector used for discovering the heavy Higgs must have the
following characteristics:
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Fig. 8. Ratio of cross section for pp *•• W +*jet • B^ to pp •*• tf^W •
2Bj^Bh at /s • 40 TeV, |y| < 1.5. B^ is a leptonic
branching ratio, Bjj is a hadronic branching ratio.

1) capable of identifying and measuring the energy of e's and

2) capable of detecting jets with good jet-jet mass resolution,
3) covering at least |y| < 4 to catch the decay products of the

tf's and Z's, and
4) possessing excellent missing Pj resolution to allow the best

V measurements.

Ihe design of such a detector has been the concern of many groups
recently. Aspects of these considerations can be found in the 1982
and 1984 DPF Snowmass Summer Studies (See detector sections from fief.
2), while a more complete survey of detectors themselves can be found
[ 12). It is beyond the scope here to thoroughly describe such a de-
tector "or how it works. "We merely mention the components of such a
detector and remark on the main characteristics each must possess in
order to detect the heavy Higgs. The collision point would be
surrounded by a tracking chamber to measure the trajectories of the
charged particles either with or without a magnetic field, perl: p.s a
transistion radiation detector [13j would identify electrons, then a
finely subdivided calorimeter would measure the energy of all the
hadrons, photons' and electrons and finally a muon spectrometer would
identify and measure muon momenta.

To understand how.events would look in such a detector so as to
optimize the design we use an event generator — ISAJET (4) to pro-
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duce both signal and background events. For example we can ask
ISAJET to produce W + jet events with the Pj of the W at 250 GeV to
siiaulate the background for a Higgs of mass 500 GeV. The 250 GeV
jets are produced in accordance with QCD and decay into the parti-
cles that would actually be seen in the detector: Y ' S , IT*, %r etc.

Events at the energies of the SSC will typically have a large
multiplicity of charged particles. This makes the job of the track-
ing detector difficult as shown in Fig. 9 for two views of an event
with two high P? jets. Mainly for the W*W~ or Z°Z° topologies one
would depend on the tracking chambers to identify the leptons which
should be isolated from the other hadrons in the event and therefore
be measured fairly easily.

We rely on the calorimeter to measure accurately the energy of
the electron and to determine the total transverse energv in Che
event. If there is an imbalance of transverse energy, this would be
evidence that a neutrino escaped detection. Therefore it is impor-
tant to optimize the performance of the calorimeter in order to be
sure that apparent missing energy (E51SS) is due to neutrinos and
not an artifact of the system. One way to help the performance is to
use uranium for the absorber as first proposed by Willis ten years
ago [14,15). As an example of how this helps, consider the response
of an iron calorimeter compared to a uranium calorimeter for jets as
shown in Fig. 10 (l6). These events have no real missing energy but
the finite energy resolution of the calorimeters as well as the lack
of compensation in the iron case account for the factor of «rlO worse
response for iron compared to uranium.

In order to utilize the advantage of compensation, the
calorimeter must be deep enough so that not too much energy leaks out
the back. Fig. 11 shows that as the energy increases the depth must
increase logarithmically. Typically for the energies of the Higgs the
calorimeter must be J*7-9 absorption lengths deep.

As left for an exercise Co the students of the summer school
electrons and muons behave differently in their interactions with mat-
ter. Muons are identified by the fact that they penetrate large
amounts of material with only multiple Coulomb scattering. The
amount of material again is proportional to the energy of the poten-
tial background hadrons as indicated by Fig. 12. For Higgs mass of
J*500 GeV one must expect" muons of Bj up to perhaps 300 GeV transverse
momentum. This will require meters of dense material. If the muons
are measured as accurately as the electrons (AE/E «/• IS) this will re-
quire an enormous field volume (another student exercise).

One final consideration is the so called trigger — a fast elec-
tronic decision as to whether a particular interaction is likely to
contain a Higgs and therefore should be retained for future study.
With the total pp cross section at 40 TeV of *^200 mb and at luminos-
ity of 10^3 cm"*sec~l there would be 2 x 108 interactions per
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Fig. 9. Tracks in a non magnetic detector arising from two jets of
* 1.7 TeV plus the spectator jets generated from ISAJET (4)
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10 IIS 20 25
MISSING PT

Fig. 10« Comparison o£ the resolution in missing transverse momentum
for an iron calorimeter (dashed) and a uranium calorimeter
(solid) originating from jets with Pj between 50 and 60 GeV.
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DEPTH FOR 1 PARTICLE
IN THE HADRQNJC CASCADE

DOO
E(GeV)

Number of absorption lengths vs. energy required so that on
average only one charged particle- exits a given thickness
muon absorber.

Fig. 12.

second! Since retaining only 1 event/see will still yield ̂ 5 at
tapes/year and a formidible analysis chore, the goal of the trigger
is to reduce the raw interaction rate by more than 10^. If for exam-
ple jets with Pj more than 100 GeV are selected, there would still be
6000 events/sec. Therefore an excellent lepton trigger must be
employed. The specific topologies of interest, 4 leptons or jets plus
Oiie lepton and missing Pj, must be planned for but should be quite
clean.

As mentioned before the potential background to true tf*V is W
+ jet yhere the jet appears to be a V decaying hadronically. This po-
tential problem is illustrated in Figs. 13-15. Fig. 13 shows how a
W + jet event appears in a calorimeter. Both have P«j> «T500 GeV so
both jets are very narrowly collimated. Actually the W is at <j> *
90°. At lower Pj the problem of differentiating jets from W's is not
as severe as seen in Fig. 14. This is the signal from tfftf~over the
background of W + jets as simulated by ISAJET. At low P^ the mass of
the jets is predominantly below 60 GeV. However as shown in Fig. 15,
the average mass of the background jets increases with their Pj.
Therefore merely selecting the mass of the jets to be near the W mass
is not sufficient to reduce the 200:1 background to signal seen in
Fig. 8. This year at Snowmass '84 there was work indicating that by
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Run .831214-141108. Event 11. Etn(1 = 0.00

F i g . 13. Display of the energy v s . $ and y for pp •••• W + j e t where
the W decays hadronical ly . The H P j i s 500 GeV. The bins
in y are 0.1 and in d> are 9 ° .
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SIGNAL: pp-»W*W*X

BACKGROUND: pp-»W -t- jets

80 100
MASS OF JETS tGeV}

120

Fig. 14. Histogram is the invariant mass of jets recoiling from W*
-•_eV summed for both pp •*• W*W" + X and pp •+ W4 + jets at
/s * 800 GeV for Jl>dt * 10^° cm"2. The solid curve repre
sents only the contribution from pp •*• K* + jet.
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choosing very fine transverse segmentation in the calorimeter and
using many detailed aspects of the signal and background.* rejection
of the background approaching <200 could be achieved {l7j«

V.. PROSPECTS FOR DETECTION

Tigs. 16T19 display some of the prospects for discovery of the
Higgs from EHLQ 18,).. First consider the largest branching ratio mode
W*W", Fig. 16 and 17. At mHo * 500 GeV for L - ID

40 cm~2 and one W
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decaying leptonically and the other hadronically, a signal of 6250
events over a background of ^750 is possible at /s » 40 TeV, while
at 10 TeV the signal is only 500 over a background of 1250. These
graphs from EHLQ ignore the background mentioned above of W + jets
vhich can be suppressed with appropriate selections however at the
cost of 20-30% efficiency. Therefore the numbers given must be
reduced by this factor. This shows that ^ 0 TeV is clearly required
for discovering such a high Higgs mass.

A corresponding graph for the ZCZ° mode is seen in Fig. 18.
Assuming 1002. trigger efficiency for both electrons and muons
(impossible!) at 500 GeV there would be 47 ± 8 events over a back-
ground of 14 events for L * lO*" cm"2 for the purely leptonic modes.
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production times

These events would be truly spectacular and clean. However these
cross sections perhaps set both the energy and luminosity of the SSC.
Above this mass the width is rising rapidly **m so that it is very
difficult to imagine discovery. Therefore it does not make too much
sense to raise the energy- of the SSC. Also below this energy as we
have seen the cross section drops rapidly. Even at Vs » 40 TeV the
full L » 10 cm~2 is required to make the paper argument that a dis-
covery can be made. Fig. 19 gives the discovery criteria of EHLQ as
a function of mass, energy and luminosity. These curves may be too
optimistic if the Z°Z° modes turn out to be the only clean modes.
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Fig. 19. Discovery threshold for Higgs vs. mass, /s and luminosity
according to EHLQ l8J.

VI, INTERMEDIATE fiXGGS MASS

An interesting conjecture was recently raised by Keung and
Marciano 1.18 ]• If the m̂ , > mg/j then the Higgs could decay into a
real plus a virtual W. Normally o£ course the Higgs couples most
strongly to the heaviest possible pair of fermions. Fig- 20 shows
the coupling to this mode as a function of the possible Higgs mass.
As the mass nears 160 GeV, this mode domininates. Fig. 21 shows this
with respect to other modes. Fig. 22 gives the cross section vs.
mass and Vs for this process. Clearly this cannot be ar> explanation
of the UA1 and DA2 "Zoo events" since at >/s • 540 GeV thtre would he
>no~0 events expected at present with the W decaying leptonically and
JLdt - l0J* cm"*cm

VII. SUPERSYHHETRY

Supersymmetry (SUSY) is an alternative to the standard model
Higgs solution. Each particle is conjectured to have a partner with
1/2 unit different spin. The lightest particle would probably b- the
photino, f, which is expected to be neutral, stable and light
(perhaps massless). The photino is expected not to strongly inter-
act. Therefore the signature for SUSY would be an event with missing
?? but no charged leptons as would be expected if the missing Vj were
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due to neutrinos. Gluinos, g, are produced in pairs or with scalar
ggarks, if. The cleanest process is the associated production of
Yq which leads to the topology of an unbalanced jet. However this
process has a very low cross section relative to those previously
mentioned.

Litteriberg et al. Ll9j have carried out extensive simulations of
both the signal and background to assess the prospects of detecting
SUSY particles. A calorimeter covering at least Jy| < 4 and detec-
tion of leptons is essential. Then a simple analysis of events is
done assuming no leptons with e.g. P«r > 2 GeV/c are present. A
sphericity tensor is constructed from the calorimeter information.
The eigenvectors are used to divide the evenj. into.^2 hemispheres.
The momenta are summed in each hemisphere: p and p :. The follow-
ing quantities are defined;

out
" 2 - x P2

1 1
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Host ordinary QCD events have jets balanced in F? so that XJJ •*• 1 and
P o u t is small. Fig. 23 shows the X£ distributions for gluino pairs
and the background. Therefore to search for SUSY particles one may
select X£ < 0.5 and plot the Pout distribution. This is done in Fig.
24 also for gluino pairs. Clear signals can be seen for gluino
masses up to at least 500 GeV. The background comes from heavy quark
production (cc, bb and tt) involving semileptonic decay.
Requiring large P o u t reduces all but tt. There are other back-
grounds arising from light quarks such as hard gluon brehmsstrahlung
producing cc followed by a semileptonic decay so that occasionally
a large P? neutrino is produced with a soft undetectable charged
lepton. It is difficult with ISAJET to generate enough background
events to feel fully confident that the backgrounds can be
extrapolated beyond the ragged tails of the distributions.

In the production of Yq a spectacular signal that results in
a peak at 0 in the aeg distribution as illustrated in Fig. 25. Even
though the cross section is low the separation from the background is
very clean.

VIII. TECHNICOLOR

..The last alternative considered is called technicolor. This is
the conjecture that there is another mass scale >"1 TeV. The lowest
lying states arising would be the Vix which would decay predominantly
into tt. The cross section, Fig. 26, for this signal is large (much
larger than the standard Higgs of the same mass) (20). Fig. 27 shows
the attempt to obtain good mass resolution for the % in events where
one t decays hadronically, the other senileptonically. This is
really the same problem as H *•• W W""with a different mass scale for H°
and V. The conclusion is that leptons and jets must be measured in
the detector. The most powerful cut to reduce the background is to
demand a lepton with large transverse momentum with respect to the
jet axis. Unfortunately this selection does not totally suppress the
light quark background as seen in Fig. 28. Again light quarks have
the possibility of emitting hard gluon brehmsstrahlung which can con-
tain a lepton with large transverse momeatum with respect to the main
jet axis. Alternatively a micro vertex detector to demand the chain
t •*• b ••• c could perhaps allow an extraction of a large signal as seen
in Fig. 29.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

We have discussed the prospects o. heavy particle production
produced by hadron colliders. At le?3t for the Higgs, high energy
and luminosity are required. All these particles require excellent
calorimetry and lepton detection. This is the spirit of the BO de-
sign for TEV-I. We indicated the kind of work necessary to design
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such a detector. We look forward to the discovery of at least one of
these solutions to the question of how mass arises.

We gratefully acknowledge many useful discussions with Dr. F.E.
Paige.
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